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BRIEF DESCRIPTION: 
Presentation by Cambridge Systematics of revised ridership forecasts for the Bay Bridge 
Corridor and the Peninsula Corridor.  Note the following findings: 
 

• Transbay (AC Transit) year 2030 afternoon peak hour bus patronage increases 
more than 160 percent to 7,800 passengers. 

• Caltrain downtown San Francisco ridership increases by 74 percent to more than 
36,000 passengers daily in 2030 at the Transbay Transit Center as a result of the 
downtown extension and compared to just over 21,000 in year 2030 without the 
downtown extension. 

• Overall weekday San Francisco Caltrain ridership increases 160 percent between 
year 2005 and 2030 if the downtown extension is built.  

 
The ridership analysis demonstrates the need for the Transbay Transit Center project to 

meet downtown San Francisco employment demand, validates the sizing of the Transit Center 
Building, and provides a basis for the passenger facility charge revenue estimates. 
 
 
SUMMARY: 
 
Under a contract with the Water Transit Authority (funded by the TJPA, AC Transit and MTC), 
Cambridge Systematics has been revising ridership forecasts for the Bay Bridge Corridor 
covering BART, AC Transit, ferry services, and automobile trips.  Under a separate contract with 
the URS PMPC Team, Cambridge Systematics has been provided updated information on 
ridership in the Peninsula Corridor for Caltrain, BART, SamTrans bus service and auto trips. 
 
Travel forecasts are based on a travel model that uses data on past and present conditions and 
relationships to make predictions of future patterns and relationships.  The accuracy of the 
mathematical model is tested by predicting current known behavior using current data (e.g., 
employment and housing) and then predicts future behavior by including projected data (more 
employment and housing in different locations). 
 
The base model revised by Cambridge Systematics was developed by MTC.  The Cambridge 
Systematics work improves on the existing MTC models in several ways: 
 

• It provides a peak hour estimate, which the current MTC model does not provide. 
 

• It allows diversion from crowded transportation modes nearing or exceeding capacity to 
less crowded modes. 

 
The new features are important as the TJPA proceeds into the final design of the Transbay 
Center.  The facility is designed for the highest peak hour demand both for bus service and for 
Caltrain service to ensure adequate capacity and a comfortable and safe customer experience.  In 
addition, the improved passenger forecasting model was specifically designed to substantiate the 



revenue stream from AC Transit and Caltrain passenger facility charges to be pledged for TIFIA 
loan repayment.  
 
Basis of Estimates – Under Federal New Starts regulations, all ridership forecasts must be based 
on the adopted regional population and employment forecasts.  In the Bay Area, ABAG 
estimates the population and employment forecasts (which are adopted by the ABAG Board) and 
MTC then creates its travel model using the ABAG forecasts.  TIFIA has not mandated any 
particular ridership forecast methodology. In the analysis of TJPA’s credit worthiness, rating 
agencies and loan underwriters will consider the use of accepted and standardized methodologies 
for estimating ridership, which provides the basis for passenger facility charge revenue estimates.  
The ridership forecasting methodology used for the New Starts program would meet that 
objective. 
 
ABAG’s Projections 2005 is the current basis for Bay Area travel demand.  Under the 
Projections 2005 scenario, San Francisco employment is projected to increase by 230,000 jobs 
by 2030 – or almost 10,000 jobs per year.  Housing production is not expected to increase as 
quickly, leading to an increase in “commuters” – those employees who live outside of San 
Francisco but work in the City.  Under the ABAG forecasts, virtually all the increase in out-of-
county employees is from the East Bay.  It should be noted that San Francisco employment 
increased by 50 percent during the 1960 to 1990 period – and ABAG’s growth projections from 
2005 to 2030 forecast a 40 percent growth over this 25 year period. 
 
Using these baselines, Cambridge Systematics provided 2030 and 2015 ridership forecasts, both 
for daily trips and for one-hour, peak direction afternoon trips.  (2030 is the design year for the 
Transbay Transit Center). 
 
Bay Bridge Corridor – This corridor is currently the region’s most robust transit corridor with 
afternoon transit use approaching 17,500 passengers in the peak hour, eastbound direction.  
While there is capacity on the existing transit system, the Bay Bridge is at capacity.  As can be 
surmised, by 2030 the corridor will be in crisis, as the available transit capacity will be used.  
The Cambridge ridership forecasts predict a doubling of transit demand in the afternoon peak 
hour:  

 
 
Total peak hour transit demand in the afternoon peak hour is expected to approach 37,000 
passengers in 2030 – critically challenging the current system.  BART is expected to deliver 
27,000 to 28,000 East Bay bound afternoon peak hour passengers, and AC Transit is expected to 

Bay Bridge Corridor

Peak Hour
Mode Pk Hour All Day Pk Hour All Day % Chg

BART 14,000 150,800 26,800 227,200 91%
AC Transit 2,980 11,000 7,800 24,000 162%
Ferries 460 3,300 2,000 11,000 335%

Total Transit 17,440 165,100 36,600 262,200 110%
Auto Demand 9,700 267,950 10,900 284,000 12%

Year 2030Year 2005 - Observed



provide 7,100 to 7,800 trips.  Ferries are limited to 2,000 afternoon peak hour trips.  In 2030, 
projected BART ridership doubles in the peak hour and AC Transit ridership almost triples. 
 
Cambridge Systematics, working with BART and AC Transit staff, developed estimates of high 
and low capacities for BART and AC Transit.  BART was assumed to have a capacity of at least 
28,000 one way trips in 2030 and a high capacity of 32,000.  AC Transit was assumed to operate 
120 to 175 bus trips in a comparable period.  For 2015 BART was assumed to have capacity of at 
least 24,000 the same as today) and a high capacity of 28,000. 
 
The model assumes that as passengers perceive more discomfort as trains become more crowded, 
they move onto buses and ferries.  Since the model takes this perception of “crowdedness” into 
consideration, the 2030 model assumes that BART never exceeds 28,000 passengers, even with a 
physical system capacity of 32,000.  It should also be noted that the model continues to add some 
afternoon peak hour vehicle trips to the Bay Bridge, which the bridge cannot accommodate, so 
the model is likely underestimating transit use. 
 
Cambridge Systematics also developed estimates of total BART activity at Embarcadero and 
Montgomery Stations.  In the afternoon peak hour, both stations together are forecast to exceed 
31,000 boardings and alightings in all directions – or 15,500 per hour at each station.  Most 
BART stations today do not exceed that number all day long. 
 
The ridership modeling consultant also forecast patronage in 2015, as follows:  
 

 
 
These 2015 forecasts will be used to establish a revenue stream for the passenger facility charges 
when the new Transit Center Building opens. 
 
All of the Bay Bridge Corridor forecasts were thoroughly vetted with AC Transit, BART, WTA 
and MTC, and the parties all agree on the appropriateness of the results.  It should also be noted 
that the overall forecast increase in BART patronage (1.5 to 2.0 percent annually) mirrors 
BART’s passenger growth during the last 15 to 20 years. 
 
Peninsula Corridor – The most recent ridership forecast for the Caltrain Downtown Extension 
was performed in the FEIS/EIR.  Cambridge Systematics was tasked with revisiting the forecasts 
and developing new and updated numbers based on revised employment and population data. 
 

Bay Bridge Corridor

Peak Hour
Mode Pk Hour All Day Pk Hour All Day % Chg

BART 14,000 150,800 19,200 172,343 37%
AC Transit 2,980 11,000 6,000 18,414 101%
Ferries 460 3,300 1,500 9,373 226%

Total Transit 17,440 165,100 26,700 200,130 53%
Auto Demand 9,700 267,950 10,900 275,000 12%

Year 2005 - Observed Year 2015



The final forecasts increased slightly from the previous estimates.  Ridership forecasts compared 
the no-build project to the proposed DTX operating 172 trains daily into and out of the Transbay 
Transit Center.  DTX would increase downtown San Francisco Caltrain ridership by 74 percent.  
More than 30,000 Caltrain passengers would use the Transbay Transit Center in 2030 while an 
additional 6,000 would continue to use the 4th & King Station, representing 15,000 additional 
Caltrain passengers than would be expected if the downtown extension were not built.  Overall, 
San Francisco Caltrain ridership is expected to increase 160 percent each weekday from year 
2005 if the downtown extension is built.  
 

 
 
Driving this increase is the Transbay Transit Center’s proximity to downtown jobs – with the 
DTX almost 21,000 Caltrain riders will be able to walk to work from the Transit Center. 
 
High Speed Rail Patronage – Cambridge Systematics developed independent estimates for the 
California High Speed Rail Authority.  At Transbay Transit Center, forecasts are 24,000 
passengers daily in 2030. 
 
Patronage Increase Due to Upzoning – The City Planning Department has suggested increasing 
height limits in the immediate area around the Transbay Transit Center at First and Mission 
Streets.  Cambridge Systematics assumed two large projects, each of up to 850 feet in height and 
each containing up to one million square feet of development.  Total trip generation exceeds 
28,000 daily as a result of these towers, and the impact on afternoon peak hour travel to the 
region’s commutesheds would be as follows: 
 
 San Francisco  1,400 
 North Bay     100 
 Peninsula     500 
 East Bay  1,100 
 

Peninsula/Caltrain Corridor

Year 2005 Year 2030 Year 2030
Observed TTC/DTX No Project

Mode All Day All Day All Day

Caltrain DTX
Transbay Transit Center 30,700

4th & King 14,200 6,050 21,100

Total 14,200 36,750 21,100

Percentage Changes

2005 vs 2030 with No DTX 49%
2005 vs 2030 with DTX 160%

2030 with DTX vs 2030 with No DTX 74%



Since the previous model run placed BART and the Bay Bridge near capacity even without 
additional development due to increased heights, it is likely that the additional East Bay trips 
would need to be provided by bus, adding to the use of the Transbay Transit Center. 
 
Total Transbay Transit Center Use – The following chart lists the total activity at the Transbay 
Transit Center forecast for year 2030.  These forecasts include the work performed by 
Cambridge Systematics for both the Bay Bridge Corridor and Caltrain extension, and 
independently for the California High Speed Rail Authority.  Also included are estimates of 
intercity bus use and Muni’s Treasure Island bus service from other sources.  
 

 
 
Connector to BART – Cambridge Systematics also developed estimates of linked trips from the 
Transbay Transit Center to BART and Muni Metro at either Embarcadero or Montgomery 
Stations.  The results indicate that 13,350 passengers forecast to use the Transbay Transit Center 
could use the connection daily to travel between the Market Street BART/Muni Metro station 
and the Transbay Transit Center (including 6,400 Caltrain passengers and 6,950 AC Transit 
passengers). Additionally, another 34,000 daily BART, Caltrain or AC Transit passengers could 
use the connection to access either the BART station or the Transbay Transit Center directly as a 
pedestrian path.  
 

    Transfers from TTC to BART/Muni Metro

Caltrain to BART 2,500
Caltrain to Muni Metro 3,900

 Caltrain to AC Transit 750
Caltrain to Muni Bus 2,700

Caltrain to Destination (Walk) 20,900

AC to BART 250
AC to Muni Metro 6,700

AC to Muni Bus 7,500
AC to Destination (Walk) 9,600

Total Conection to BART/Muni Metro 13,350

BART Passengers south of Market 25,000
AC Passengers north of Market 2,500

Caltrain Passengers north of Market 6,300

Transbay Transit Center
Activity AC/Caltrain/HSR Year 2030

Mode All Day

AC Transit 24,000 (Cambridge Systematics 2007)
Muni - Treasure Island 6,400 (From TI Transportation Plan - Appendix C Transit)

Intercity Bus 1,450 (From Transbay EIS/EIR)
Caltrain 30,700 (Cambridge Systematics 2007)

HSR 24,000 (From CAHSR Study)

Total Transit 86,550



Analysis – These passenger forecasts demonstrate the clear need to increase transit capacity into 
downtown San Francisco to support the region’s most dense employment center and the 
economic growth associated with the central business district.  The Transbay Transit Center is 
the linchpin of the needed capacity projects, making the Peninsula to San Francisco commute far 
more attractive, setting the stage for a new rail terminal that will eventually serve the East Bay 
through a new Transbay crossing, and providing the only reasonable short-term capacity increase 
through an expanded bus terminal for East Bay – San Francisco trips. 
 
City reports document this concern.  An Overview of San Francisco’s Recent Economic 
Performance (April 2006, ICF Consulting for the Mayor’s Office of Economic and Workforce 
Development) noted that “(R)ecent traffic data indicates that these suburban (job) centers may 
have reached a point of diminishing returns when it comes to ease of commute…the average 
commute time to San Francisco increased by a modest 10%, while commute times to most East 
Bay and South Bay employment centers grew in excess of 20%, with some areas seeing 
increases of over 30%….it is likely that transit will need to become an increasingly important 
regional commuting method in the near future.  San Francisco is the only major regional 
employment center where the majority of commuters either take transit or carpool……Because 
of the density of employment in downtown San Francisco and the preponderance of transit 
options, far more workers can get to work in San Francisco via transit than to other centers.  As 
freeways become even more congested, San Francisco is the logical place to add new jobs. 
(pages 10-11).” 
 
The Bay Bridge is currently at capacity. By 2030 BART capacity will be severely taxed.  A new 
Transbay Transit Center will provide crucial transportation capacity by providing a larger and 
more efficient terminal for East Bay buses. 
 
With more than 8,000 passengers hourly (AC Transit, Westcat and Muni Treasure Island), 160-
175 bus trips will use the terminal in a one hour period – a 75 percent increase from the present.  
This increase in bus capacity continues San Francisco’s great advantage in having a  
“preponderance of transit options,” with the addition of both physical capacity – in terms of floor 
area – and in operational improvements – better bus movements and more efficient passenger 
movements – that together provide an efficient and well used transit option.   
 
This increase in bus capacity will provide breathing room, but additional line-haul capacity will 
ultimately be required to accommodate future growth.  The Regional Rail Study has identified 
Transbay Transit Center as the appropriate downtown passenger station for that new East Bay 
capacity that could use the conventional rail network and eventually connect San Francisco with 
Western Contra Costa, Solano, Yolo and Sacramento Counties linking with Caltrain to continue 
to the Peninsula. 
 
The ridership forecasts indicate that the Transbay Transit Center bus program is a high priority 
and that the rail components of the Transbay project will be required as a further step in 
expanded regional transit capacity. 
 
The ridership analysis demonstrates the need for the Transbay Transit Center project to meet 
downtown San Francisco employment demand, validates the sizing of the Transit Center 
building, and provides a solid and defensible basis for the passenger facility charge revenue 
estimates. 
 
RECOMMENDATIONS: None. Information only. 
ENCLOSURES: PowerPoint 
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Transbay Ridership Study - Overview

Determine future transit ridership at Transbay Terminal
• AC Transit 
• Caltrain

Analyze the impact of capacity constraints on Transit

More accurate ridership estimates with improved travel 
forecasting tools

Provide analysis needed for the TIFIA loan application

Project study team includes TJPA, AC Transit, BART, 
MTC and WTA
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Transbay Ridership Study - Findings

Transbay (AC Transit) year 2030 afternoon peak hour bus 
patronage increases more than 160 percent to 7,800 
passengers.

2030 Caltrain daily ridership to downtown San Francisco 
increases from 21,000 to 37,000 (+ 74%) with the 
downtown extension.

Overall Caltrain ridership to downtown San Francisco 
increases 160 % from year 2005 to 2030 if the downtown 
extension is built. 
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Innovative Features of This Project

New Mode choice model with detailed transit modes

New capability to model transit crowding
• Model passenger perception that travel time is more onerous 

when they have to stand or when the vehicle is crowded 
• Increased wait times when passengers are unable to board a 

crowded vehicle

Apply a range of capacity assumptions for BART 

Analyze ridership and traffic volumes for peak hours
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Traditional Method: 
“best path”

between home 
neighborhood & 

work

Better analysis of competing transit modes

New Method: 
multiple paths” + 
detailed treatment 

of each transit 
option in mode 
choice models

Full treatment of access/egress & transfers
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Projected Growth in Travel

Growth in jobs faster than population in San Francisco County

Huge increases in commuter and total trips

Increased Transbay Travel demand – Can BART meet demand 
for service

3,900,000
1,350,000
829,000
925,000

2030 
Total

37%Total Trips to SF
55%Commuter Trips to SF
44%Employment in SF
16%Population in SF

Increase from 
2005 - 2030

Type
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2030 MODEL – CAPACITY ASSUMPTIONS
(Peak Hour Peak Direction)

28,000 – 32,00024,000 – 28,00018,000Potential passengers/Hour

1,0001,000810Passengers per train

BART CAPACITY

2030 (Low -
High)

2015 (Low -
High)

2005
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2030 MODEL –CAPACITY ASSUMPTIONS 
(Peak Hour Peak Direction)

150 - 320150 - 320150 - 320Passengers per Boat

FERRY CAPACITY

1,9001,9001,000Potential passengers/Hour

7,800 – 11,3757,8004,800Potential passengers/Hour

656550Passengers per bus

AC TRANSIT CAPACITY

2030 (Low-
High)

2015 (Low -
high)

2005
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Transit crowding model

When trains are too crowded, riders can:
• Wait for next train
• Switch to bus or ferry
• Switch to auto

Includes feedback to mode choice models 
• Longer travel times for riders who would experience over-

crowding
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Year 2030 Transit Ridership
(Low Bart Capacity Alternative)

Diversion from Bart to Other Modes

-40036,60037,00037,700Total  (All Modes)
1002,0001,9001,900TOTAL Ferry
9007,8006,9007,800TOTAL AC Transit

-1,40026,80028,20028,000TOTAL BART

Change Alternative Baseline Capacity 
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Year 2030 Transit Ridership
(High Bart Capacity Alternative)

Diversion from Bart to Other Modes

-40036,60037,00041,700Total  (All Modes)
1002,0001,9001,900TOTAL Ferry
2007,1006,9007,800TOTAL AC Transit

-70027,50028,20032,000 TOTAL BART

Change AlternativeBaseline Capacity 
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Year 2015 Transit Ridership
(Low Bart Capacity Alternative)

Diversion from Bart to Other Modes

-026,70026,80033,700Total  (All Modes)
1001,5001,4001,900TOTAL Ferry
3006,0005,8007,800TOTAL AC Transit

-40019,20019,60024,000TOTAL BART

Change AlternativeBaseline Capacity 
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Caltrain Ridership Forecasts
Average Weekday Daily Boardings 

36,75021,10014,200Total

30,700Transbay 
Terminal

6,05021,10014,2004th & King

2030 TTC/DTX 
Project

2030 No 
Project

2005 Mode

74% Increase in ridership due to Caltrain Downtown 
Extension (DTX)
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2030 Transbay Terminal Activity 

86,550TOTAL

24,000HSR

30,700 Caltrain

1,450Intercity Bus

6,400Muni – Treasure Island

24,000 AC Transit

Daily Mode
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2030 Transbay Terminal Activity 

6,300Caltrain Passengers north of Market

Daily RidershipMODE

33,500Total Pedestrians using the tunnel

2,200AC Passengers north of Market
25,000BART Passengers south of Market
13,350Total Connection

9,600AC to Destination (Walk)
6,700AC to Muni Metro
7,500AC to Muni Bus

250AC to BART
20,900Caltrain to Destination (Walk)

3,900Caltrain to Muni Metro
2,700Caltrain to Muni Bus

750Caltrain to AC Transit
2,500Caltrain to BART
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2030 Transbay Terminal Activity 
(Increase in trips due to new construction)

Two towers, 1 million sq. ft., 5,000 jobs each.

34,000 Additional daily Trips, 3,100 PM Peak hour trips

1,100From the East Bay

500From the Peninsula

100From the North Bay

1,400Within San Francisco

PM Peak Hour TripsOrigin
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Conclusions

PM peak hour transit demand is 36,800 while BART 
capacity is only 28,000

Transbay Transit Center provides additional capacity

AC Transit Transbay bus patronage increases more than 
160 percent from 2005 to 2030 to 7,800 passengers.

2030 Caltrain daily ridership to downtown San Francisco 
increases from 21,000 to 37,000 (74%) with the extension.

Caltrain ridership to downtown San Francisco increases 
160 % from 2005 to 2030 if the downtown extension is 
built.


